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Abstract
This paper presents first step towards Large Vocabulary Con-
tinuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) system for Urdu-English
code-switched conversational speech. Urdu is the national lan-
guage and lingua franca of Pakistan, with 100 million speakers
worldwide. English, on the other hand, is official language of
Pakistan and commonly mixed with Urdu in daily communi-
cation. Urdu, being under-resourced language, have no sub-
stantial Urdu-English code-switched corpus in hand to develop
speech recognition system. In this research, readily available
spontaneous Urdu speech corpus (25 hours) is revised to use
it for enhancement of read speech Urdu LVCSR to recognize
code-switched speech. This data set is split into 20 hours of
train and 5 hours of test set. 10 hours of Urdu BroadCast (BC)
data are collected and annotated in a semi-supervised way to en-
hance the system further. For acoustic modeling, state-of-the-
art DNN-HMM modeling technique is used without any prior
GMM-HMM training and alignments. Various techniques to
improve language model using monolingual data are investi-
gated. The overall percent Word Error Rate (WER) is reduced
from 40.71% to 26.95% on test set.
Index Terms: Urdu-English code-switching, Urdu speech
recognition, under-resourced language

1. Introduction
Code Switching (CS), spontaneous use of two or more lan-

guages in a single conversation, is a prevalent linguistic phe-
nomenon in multi-cultural societies or the countries where na-
tive and official languages are different. The dominant language
is usually referred as matrix language and the secondary lan-
guage is termed as embedded language. CS renders a monolin-
gual Natural Language Processing (NLP) system clueless about
language and muddles the context when system confronts the
embedded language. Therefore, CS is very challenging for
most of the monolingual NLP tasks such as Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR), Part of Speech (POS) tagging, Machine
Translation (MT) and summarization. An increasing research
interest is observed in developing CS speech recognition sys-
tems [1, 2, 3] since most of the off-the-shelf systems are mono-
lingual.

The most difficult challenge in developing models for new
language pairs is the annotated data sparsity for code-switched
speech. It makes both acoustic and language modeling a Gor-
dian knot. The problem is exacerbated in case of low resource
languages which have even very small monolingual data. Urdu
is the national language and lingua franca of Pakistan which is
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spoken by more than a hundred million speakers in Pakistan,
India, Bangladesh and the regions of Europe [4]. English, be-
ing official language of Pakistan, is commonly mixed with na-
tional language Urdu in daily communication. Though English
is rich but Urdu is an under resourced language with small avail-
able monolingual data. Various code-switched speech recog-
nition systems including English-Mandarin [5], Frisian-Dutch
[6], English-Malay [7], French-Arabic [8] and Hindi-English
[9] have been studied but no such system for English-Urdu
code-switched speech exists so far.

Over the years, limited efforts have been made to develop
resources and speech technologies for Urdu. A recent research
[10] focused to fill this gap and a LVCSR was developed for
Urdu language. A neural network was trained on 300 hours
of read speech (from 1586 speakers) Urdu data which yielded
a WER of 13.5% on test set. The test set was 9 hours of un-
seen speech data (from 62 speakers). From previous to latest
researches were restrained to limited vocabulary [11], isolated
words [12] or small set of speakers [13].

Sarfarz et al. [14] designed and developed an Urdu speech
corpus of 44.5 hours. 25 hours of this corpus consisted of con-
versational speech. It was based on interview speech from var-
ious speakers which hinted that it incorporated Urdu-English
code-switching naturally. Rather than adopting dilatory process
of designing and collection of CS speech data, the aforemen-
tioned corpus was acquired to train the system. However, the
English words were forced transliterated in Urdu during anno-
tation of speech data. So, the corpus is reworked in this research
to make the text corpus code-switched. Furthermore, Urdu BC
news data is collected from online audio/video sources and an-
notated in a semi-supervised way. Most of the data is fetched
from YouTube and radio shows covering entertainment, political
and current affairs domains. 10 hours of Urdu spontaneous CS
speech is collected and added to train the acoustic model.

For acoustic model training, efforts are being made to re-
place widely used DNN-HMMs [1, 15] with end-to-end train-
ing [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. The aim of such researches is to ex-
pedite ASR building by avoiding manual development of large
lexicons and corpus for language models. However, end-to-
end models’ performances are yet behind that of DNN-HMMs
[16, 17, 18]. Most of the neural networks in DNN-HMMs are
trained using alignments and context dependency tress from
GMM-HMM training [21]. However, a novel acoustic model-
ing strategy [22] is used to train the acoustic model which trains
the network in flat start manner and doesn’t rely on any previous
information.

In this paper, read speech Urdu LVCSR system is enhanced
to recognize code-switched and spontaneous speech. Urdu
spontaneous speech corpus is reworked to make it usable for
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Table 1: Statistics of Urdu corpora

Corpus No. of
speakers

Duration
(hours)

No. of
utter-
ances

Training corpora

Urdu LVCSR cor-
pus (Read speech)

1586 300 213677

Business cor-
pus(Read speech)

445 115 67928

Urdu CS (Sponta-
neous speech)

62 20 17919

Urdu BC (Sponta-
neous speech)

52 10 4601

Total 2145 445 304125

Testing corpus

Urdu CS (Sponta-
neous speech)

20 5 3912

code-switched speech. Urdu broadcast data is collected and an-
notated to enhance the system accuracy.

2. Corpus
Baseline system is trained on available read speech corpus and
language model developed in [10]. Corpus covered some erst-
while Urdu corpora, proper nouns and fabricated personal in-
formation carried in sentences. Furthermore, a fraction of cor-
pus was from Urdu news channels’ websites and tweets. A few
sentences (779) were added to cover the most frequent English
words mixed in Urdu. Speech corpus was collected from 1586
speakers (ages ranging from 18-50) using USB microphone,
USB headset, hands-free and laptop microphone. All record-
ings were sampled at 16 KHz. Vocabulary size for this corpus
was 199K and a large vocabulary continuous read speech ASR
was trained on this data [10].

115 hours from business corpus are also added in it to make
the system further stable for read speech. This corpus covers
e-commerce websites, telecommunication domain, online news
websites and general categories. Business domain data in Urdu
carries more English words than other domains. The intention
behind adding business read speech data to existing ASR is to
enhance DNN’s learning of Urdu phonemes pronounced as part
of English words.

Sarfarz et al. [14] developed a speaker independent spon-
taneous Urdu speech corpus of 25 hours. This corpus is pri-
marily made up of spontaneous interview speech and thus con-
tains frequent Urdu-English code switching. Since the focus
of corpus development was spontaneous Urdu ASR, all English
words were forced transliterated in Urdu. In this research, the
same corpus is obtained and reworked to use it for enhanc-
ing read speech Urdu LVCSR [10] to recognize Urdu-English
code-switched speech. This corpus is termed as Urdu CS cor-
pus throughout the paper. Though the details of the corpus can
be found in [14], however the process of corpus development
(concerned with the scope of this research) is briefly described
here.

For speech corpus collection, a speaker recruitment process
was designed to select native Urdu speakers without any speech
impediments. Featured speakers’ ages ranged from 20 to 55

years. Recording sessions were conducted in office rooms, stu-
dent labs and sometimes in homes. Thus, the corpus carried
the external background noise. Recording was done through a
microphone and over a telephone line simultaneously. Micro-
phone (Logitech USB mic) was resting on the table close to
the interviewee’s mouth. Since this research intends to enhance
readily available wide-band Urdu LVCSR, so only microphone
speech is used in this paper. The data was recorded and digi-
tized at 16KHz sampling rate, and 16-bit Pulse-Code Modula-
tion (PCM) with mono channel.

A series of questions was asked to each interviewee dur-
ing the session. For an interview, five sets of questions were
designed for volunteer interviewees which covered daily rou-
tine, past experience, hobbies, interests and diversified topics.
Speakers’ were not restrained for proper articulation or being
monolingual. 25 hours of effective speech data was released,
recorded from 82 speakers. The corpus was segregated into
train and test sets keeping both the sets gender balanced. The
data was manually annotated on sentence level with translitera-
tion of English words into Arabic script as well. The details of
the corpus are tabulated in Table 1.

This corpus is revised manually to transcribe English words
into Latin script. Like Hindi, Urdu speakers commonly mix En-
glish words or phrases in their daily communication (sometimes
referred as Pinglish). Manifold English words are so commonly
used in spoken Urdu that their alternative Urdu words are be-
coming extinct. Moreover, intra-word switches make linguists
perplexed about language tag of the word. The problem is ex-
acerbated in case of intra-word switching in compound words
(with one word in English and the other in Urdu, example is
given in Table 2). So, in order to use the Urdu spontaneous
corpus for code-switched ASR, the challenge is to define a cri-
terion to decide the language tag of a word. After a perusal of
such muddling words, a simple rule is defined:

• Each candidate word is transliterated into Latin script.

– If the word is present in Cambridge English dic-
tionary [23], it is transcribed in Latin script and in
Arabic script otherwise.

So, the aforementioned rule is followed while revising the
spontaneous Urdu corpus to make it Urdu-English spontaneous
speech corpus.

After revisiting it, the corpus is investigated to analyze the
types of code-switching it carries, number of switches in an
utterance and number of English words in a switch. It is no-
ticed that the corpus contains all types of code-switching such
as intra-word, intra-sentential and inter-sentential (examples are
tabulated in Table 2).

Out of 21831 utterances, 10617 sentences contain code-
switching with an average number of 3.5 switches per utterance
and 1.3 English words during English turn. However, in case of
inter-sentential switching, a maximum of 13 English words are
observed in the corpus. Corpus contains 3769 English and 6785
Urdu unique words.

Though the addition of 20 hours of spontaneous CS data
reduces WER on evaluation set but it is a very small amount to
add in 415 hours of read speech. So, using this ASR, Urdu BC
data is segmented and transcribed to grow spontaneous CS cor-
pus. Transcriptions against each file are verified and rectified
by linguists. Speakers, in BC interviews and talk shows, some-
times switches to other native local languages such as Punjabi
as well but these segments are dropped out. 10 hours of BC data
are added in the ASR so far. Out of 4601 utterances of Urdu BC
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Table 2: Examples of types of code-switching from Urdu-English CS corpus

Types of code-switching Example

Intra-word úæ��ñ 	K �IKQÂ�
sIgr@æt no:Si:
Smoking

Intra-sentential decision �@ ñ�K AJË time ífK� I was very happy
dIsIj@n lIja: t�o: Us t�a:Im pe: a:i: va:z væ:ri: hæ:pi:
(When I) took the decision, I was very happy

Inter-sentential AJ» ífK. Qm.�
�' ífK ú


	G àñÃñË Ñïf Xñk. ðAK. ú
» �@ that was very dangerous

le:kIn Is ke: ba:v@Ãu:d� h@m lo:g�o: ne: je: t�@Ã@rba: kIja: d�æ:t va:z væ:ri: de:nÃ@r@s
In spite of that we tried out, that was very dangerous

Figure 1: Process of preparing Pakistani accented English lex-
icon

corpus, 3206 sentences contain code-switching with an average
number of 5.7 switches per utterance and 2.1 English words
during English turn. Urdu BC corpus contains 3693 English
and 4901 Urdu unique words. This corpus is termed as Urdu
BC corpus throughout the paper.

3. Experimental Setup
Acoustic, language and pronunciation models are the building
blocks of a speech recognition system. This section briefly de-
scribes the development of a bilingual lexicon and building of
acoustic and language models.

3.1. Lexicon

Urdu LVCSR [10] was developed with a vocabulary size of
199K words which included the 106K words from readily avail-
able Urdu lexicon [24]. This lexicon embodied the complete
CISAMPA mapped CMU pronunciation dictionary [23]. How-
ever, automatic mapping mapped the words closely to the native
accented pronunciation which is sometimes different from Pak-
istani English accented pronunciation. This limitation makes
this lexicon, in its actual form, futile for this project. And
re-transcribing the whole English lexicon is a much time-
consuming process. Lexicon improvement is expedited through
a devised scheme, shown in Figure 1.

Most of the transliterations of the English words exist in
Urdu lexicon. For all such words, lexicon entries can be auto-
matically generated by using same pronunciation and changing
Arabic scripted word with Latin one. However, this solution
poses its own problem, which is; a number of Urdu words are
identical to the transliterations of various English words. For
example, the English words fail and feel are transliterated iden-
tically in Urdu as ÉJ 	̄ /fi:l/, which itself has different mean-
ing in Urdu (Elephant:derived from Arabic). Changing the
Urdu word to fail or feel in lexicon means deletion of a valid
Urdu entry. A solution may be to keep both, original and al-
tered, entries. But on other hand, University is transliterated as
ú �æ�PñJ 	KñK /ju:nIv@rs@ti:/, which is commonly used in Urdu for
same meaning and keeping the Urdu entry means a redundant
term in lexicon. This challenge bridles the fully automatic pro-
cess and requires manual engagement.

The process is carried out in three hierarchical steps.
Transliterations of English words are extracted from Urdu lex-
icon and the pronunciations are manually verified. Linguists
have to just assign binary marks to the entry on two levels that
are; if the pronunciation of transliteration is correct for English
word and is the Urdu entry removable from lexicon. Remaining
words with no entry of their transliteration in Urdu lexicon are
checked in CMU dictionary and correct pronunciations of such
words are added as alternatives in lexicon by linguists. The
words, which does neither exist in Urdu lexicon nor in CMU
dictionary, are transcribed manually.

3.2. Acoustic Modeling

To enhance read speech Urdu LVCSR for code-switched spon-
taneous speech, 20 hours from Urdu CS spontaneous and 10
hours from Urdu BC spontaneous speech corpora are progres-
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Table 3: Nomenclature for acoustic models

Description Duration
(H)

AM1 Read speech acoustic model of Urdu
LVCSR [10]

415

AM2 AM1+20 hours Urdu spontaneous
CS speech corpus

435

AM3 AM2+10 hours Urdu BC speech cor-
pus

445

sively augmented in 415 hours of read speech training data.
Acoustic model is trained through a Time Delay Neural Net-
work (TDNN) without using any prior alignments from GMMs
(and hence termed as end-to-end training). Context-dependency
is addressed using a left biphones full tree which means a sep-
arate HMM model for each biphone pair1. However, manifold
biphones are never seen during training and network learns to
ignore them. Model is trained in a single stage without any in-
terposed alignments and tree building. 2-states HMM topology
is used with no restriction on self-loops. For training, 40 Mel-
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) are extracted from
data using a window size of 25ms and a shift of 10ms. Only
speaker normalization is applied to features to have zero mean
and a unit variance. Acoustic model has been detailed in [22].
Kaldi [25] toolkit is used for experimentation.

3.3. Language Modeling

Urdu LVCSR used a language model built on 154M Urdu words
crawled from myriad websites. However, language model for
code-switched spontaneous speech is challenging since this
phenomenon is more conspicuous in spoken language than the
written one. Language model is improved gradually by adding
data from annotated Urdu CS spontaneous speech, Pakistani
English news data crawled from various news websites and
spontaneous speech data from Open National American Corpus
(ONAC) [26]. The step by step upswing is showed in experi-
mental results. SRI Language Modeling (SRILM) toolkit [27]
is used for building trigram language model.

4. Experimental Results
Various acoustic and language models are evaluated on test set
of Urdu CS corpus. It contains 56277 words out of which 5135
are of code-switched English. Initially, it is evaluated on Urdu
LVCSR system (trained on 415 hours of read speech) which
yields an WER of 40.71%. Acoustic and language models are
then gradually tuned to improve performance of speech recog-
nition system on spontaneous CS speech. Various acoustic and
language models are experimented to optimize the performance
on spontaneous and code-switched speech. Nomenclature used
in results (Table 5) is given in Table 3 and Table 4 for acoustic
and language models respectively.

Test set is evaluated on three acoustic models trained with
gradual increment in training speech data. Similarly, five lan-
guage models are experimented with gradual addition of text
corpus. After evaluating data on the acoustic and language
model of Urdu LVCSR, language model is improved. While

1Dataset has 84 Urdu phonemes, 2 silence and one hesitation
phones. So, there are total 87*86*2=14969 untied HMM states when
using 2-state topology

Table 4: Nomenclature for language models

Description Word count
(M)

Perplexity

LM1 Corpus of Urdu LVCSR
[10]

154 408.82

LM2 LM1+code-switched
copy of LM1

215 487.74

LM3 LM2+copies of Urdu
CS data (only train set)
text corpus

240 156.96

LM4 LM3+English corpus 372 480.37
LM5 LM4+copies of Urdu

BC data text corpus
404 159.80

reworking on Urdu CS data, linguists maintained a Urdu to
English mapping list. All such mapped words are searched
in 154 Million corpus and a copy is prepared changing these
Urdu words with their English mappings. This copy is termed
as code-switched copy of LM1 in Table 4. The idea is to auto-
generate a code-switched corpus which improves WER slightly.
But the enhancement is not much significant because it doesn’t
generate natural code-switching corpus (which actually occurs
in test set). So, some replicas of Urdu CS training set text cor-
pus are added into language model which significantly reduces
the perplexity of language model and results in considerable
WER improvement. Though the test set is unseen, but still this
addition worked a lot due to natural code-switching.

To cover the inter-sentential code-switching, English text
corpus was added into language model. This helps to estimate
the probabilities of English 3-grams in case of English sen-
tences. English corpus (157 Million words) included ONAC
spoken data (2.97 Million words), Librispeech data (131.76
Million words) and crawled data of various Pakistani news web-
sites (22.51 Million words). Though the improvement in overall
WER is very slight, but it impacted the improvement of con-
fused English words in case of long English sentences. Per-
plexity of language model on test corpus is though increased
by adding too much English data. Finally, Urdu BC data is
added into system (both acoustic and language models) which
decreases WER to 26.95%. Reduction in perplexity is attributed
to coverage of natural code-switching corpus of broadcast data.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the first step towards large vocabulary sponta-
neous and Urdu-English code-switched speech recognition sys-
tem is presented. An available spontaneous Urdu speech cor-

Table 5: %WER on various acoustic and language models

Acoustic
model

Language
model

% WER

Total English Urdu

AM1 LM1 40.71 98.96 34.86
AM2 LM1 39.4 97.32 33.58
AM2 LM2 38.19 83.73 33.62
AM2 LM3 29.57 67.40 25.77
AM2 LM4 28.46 55.67 25.73
AM3 LM5 26.95 51.29 24.50
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pus of 25 hours from 82 speakers is revised to make it usable
for enhancement of read speech Urdu LVCSR for Urdu-English
code-switched speech recognition. State-of-the-art DNN-HMM
acoustic model is trained. Furthermore, 10 hours of Urdu broad-
cast data from diverse categories is collected, annotated and in-
cremented in existing train set. WER is reduced from 41% (on
415 hours of read speech) to 26.95%.
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